
Vision Expo Has Gone Green!

We have eliminated all paper session evaluation forms.  Please be sure to 
complete your electronic session evaluations online when you login to 
request your CE Letter for each course you attended!  Your feedback is 
important to us as our Conference Advisory Board considers content and 
speakers for future meetings to provide you with the best education 
possible.

On behalf of Vision Expo, we sincerely 
thank you for being with us this year.
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APPLYING EVIDENCE TO  
CLINICAL PRACTICE
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Follow 
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Clinical Case: 38 WF
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Research 
Evidence

Experience 
& Opinion

How do we know 
what to do?
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Case #1 
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Case #1 

u 1 single study
u Retrospective case series
u 36 eyes with ”dense fundus-

obscuring vitreous hemorrhage”
u 24/36 had a retinal break

u So 12/36 did not have a retinal 
break
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Case #1: 1 week later
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Case #1: 3 months later
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Where are we going today?

The pros and cons of relying solely 
on science or research evidence

The pros and cons of relying too 
heavily on experience and opinions

The wise way forward
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Appraisal

Experimental

Observational
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“
”

The plural of anecdote 
is not data

BEN GOLDACRE, BAD SCIENCE
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“
”

The problem with journalism 
being that it is a highly non-
random sample of the worst 
things that have happened in a 
given period.

STEVEN PINKER, IN AN INTERVIEW ON HIS BOOK RATIONALITY
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Appraisal

Experimental

Observational

Generalizability
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Observational 
Evidence 
Problems

u Confounding variables
u Common biases unavoidable

u Recall bias

u Performance bias
u Healthy user bias

u Correlation does not imply causation
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Confounding Variables

What are some potential 
confounding variables?
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Observational Evidence
What is it good for?
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“
”

To have our first idea of things, we must see those things; to have an 
idea about a natural phenomenon, we must, first of all, observe it. The 
mind of man cannot conceive an effect without a cause, so that the 
sight of a phenomenon always awakens an idea of causation. All human 
knowledge is limited to working back from observed effects to their cause. 
Following an observation, an idea connected with the cause of the observed 
phenomenon presents itself to the mind. We then inject this anticipative idea 
into a train of reasoning, by virtue of which we make experiments to 
control it

CLAUDE BERNARD, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF EXPERIMENTAL M EDICINE
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Observational Evidence
What is it good for?

The first order of ideas for 
experimentation

We can observe potentially harmful 
effects without subjecting patients to 

experimentation
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“
”

Randomization prevents investigators from 
introducing systematic (and often hidden) biases 
between experimental groups. It can assure that 
each arm has the same demographics and perhaps 
most importantly, randomization minimizes measured 
(and unmeasured) confounding factors.

PETER ATTIA, MD
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Appraisal

Experimental

Observational

Generalizability Bias
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Experimental Evidence

u DREAM: Dry Eye And 
Management Study
u Double blind, randomized 

controlled trial
u 349 given 3000mg Omega3s 

(EPA/DHA)

u 186 given placebo (olive oil)
u 12 month period
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Experimental Evidence

u Observational research has 
difficulty with causation because 
of unknown “uncontrolled” 
variables

u We eliminate confounding 
variables by “controlling” or 
intervening and experimenting on 
more specific groups of people 
with a more specific, 
predetermined protocol
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Experimental Evidence

u Subjects in DREAM
u Dry eye patients determined by:

u Symptoms of dry eye for > 6 
months

u Use of or desired use of 
artificial tears

u OSDI >21
u AND at least 2 of the following:

u Conjunctival staining
u Corneal staining
u FTBUT of 7 or less
u Schirmer w/ anesthesia of 1 to 

7mm
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Experimental Evidence

u DREAM predetermined 
outcomes or measures:
u Primary: Improvement in OSDI

u Secondary: Improvement in 
conjunctival and/or corneal 
staining

u Results?
u No statistically significant 

difference between treatment and 
placebo group
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Experimental 
Evidence

u PROS
u Reduces potential bias
u Can assign causal relationships
u Best way to test interventions
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Experimental Evidence

u In a sampling of trials 
conducted in 2011
u 96.5% reported statistically 

significant results
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Experimental 
Evidence

u Cons
u Most negative trial data does not get 

published
u Expensive
u Take a long time to complete
u Cannot deliberately test harmful effects
u Heavily influenced by industry
u Quality RCT’s are hard to do
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Appraisal

Experimental

Observational

Generalizability Bias
The Meta-
Analysis
The answer?
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Appraisal 
Evidence

u Pros
uObjective (ideally) assessment of 

the best literature findings
uTime saver for the clinician
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Appraisal 
Evidence

u Cons
u Appraisals are only as good as 

the underlying evidence
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Experience & Opinion
What is it good for?
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Experience & 
Opinion 
Pitfalls

u Cognitive biases
u Regression to the mean
u Industry/Marketing agendas
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What is Cognitive Bias?

Systematic errors in thinking

impacting choices and judgements

without conscious deliberation
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Cognitive Bias

u Diagnostic error accounts for 
6-17% of hospital adverse 
events

u Medical error is the 3rd

leading cause of death in the 
U.S.
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Cognitive Bias: Availability

u The increase in 
medical billing and 
ocular disease dx 
next week among 
VisionExpo
attendees
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Cognitive Bias: Availability

u Treatment “ruts”
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Cognitive Bias: Confirmation

u Previously dx’d dry eye patient
u Using warm compresses and 

Omega3s and artificial tears
u Worse

u Wakes up suddenly with eye pain

u Tx: Vectored Thermal Pulse
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Cognitive Bias: Anchoring

u Contact lens patient 
overwear

u Tx: Prescribe antibiotics 
around the clock
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u Classic example of “regression to the 
mean”

u Describes the natural history of a 
condition, especially acute 

What happened? The 
cover? The award?
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Industry & 
Marketing 
Agendas

Every $1 spent 
= $4 in return
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Research 
Evidence

Experience 
& Opinion

Where do we go from here?
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“Making the right 
decision when the 
rules don’t apply”
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u Discernment = ability to see 
differences and nuance

u Discipline = commitment to  
consistency (this is hard 
won)

u Discretion = how and when 
to execute a plan
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Foolishness = Opposite of Wisdom

The Simple Fool
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Foolishness = Opposite of Wisdom

The Scoffing Fool
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The Wise Clinician

commit to a process rather 
than specific facts

embrace complexity and 
nuance rather than 
thinking only in binary terms

acknowledge that an 
interventions plausible 
mechanism of action is not 
sufficient to know if it works

communicate both what 
we know and what we do 
not know
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A systematic approach to clinical problem 
solving by the integration of the best research 

with clinical expertise and patient values

Sackett DL, Rosenberg WMC, Gray JAM, Hayens RB. Evidence based medicine: what it is and 
what it isn’t. British Journal of Medicine 1996
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Evidence 
Based 
Medicine

Patient 
Values

Clinical 
Expertise

Research 
Evidence
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What does this look like tomorrow?

ASSESS COMMUNICATE DOCUMENT
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ASSESS

Compare

Do the subjects in this study 
match my patient population?
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Steroids for 
Corneal 
Ulcers
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Steroids for Corneal Ulcers Trial

u 500 patients
u 339 were foreign body 

induced infections
u 118 were vegetative matter
u 8 contact lens wearers 
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Chance

ASSESS What is the absolute risk 
reduction (AR) and number 
needed to treat (NNT)?
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Understanding Chance

u Absolute Risk = % Risk of Study Group 1 - % Risk of Study Group 2
u Relative Risk = Absolute Risk % divided by % Risk of Study Group 1

u Number Needed to Treat = 1 / absolute risk
u i.e. how many people do you need to intervene with to reduce a single bad 

event?
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Understanding Chance

u Absolute Risk = 5.1%
u Tx Group: 4.4% à glaucoma

u Control: 9.5% à glaucoma

u 9.5% - 4.4% = 5.1%

u Relative Risk = 53.7%
u 5.1% / 9.5%

u Number Needed to Treat =
u 1 / 0.051 = 19.6
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Consistency is Crucial

u DREAM vs. Every other Omega3 
study

u DREAM = Omega3s no better 
than placebo

u Every other study = Omega3s are 
awesome
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Putting it all together

Gemini 1: 750 randomized 1:1
u Compare: Ages 40-55
u Chances:

u Tx: 31% reached primary 
endpoint

u Placebo: 8% reached primary 
endpoint

u AR: 31%-8% = 22%
u RR: 22% / 31% = 71%

u NNT: 1 / 22% = 4.5

u Consistency with other tx’s
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Putting it all 
together

Make Like Comparisons

Understand Chances

Is there any consistency with 
other studies and experience?
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Putting it all 
together

Make Like Comparisons

Understand Chances

Is there any consistency with 
other studies and experience?
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Putting it all 
together

Make Like Comparisons

Understand Chances

Is there any consistency with 
other studies and experience?
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Putting it all 
together

Make Like Comparisons

Understand Chances

Is there consistency with 
other studies and 
experience?
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COMMUNICATE

Natural Frequencies

Complexity
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Clinical Case: 56 YO WF
u IOPs 22/31 c GAT
u Visual Fields: Normal

u ONH: 0.35/0.35
u Pachs 556/549
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What is your plan?

u Refer for SLT
u Start Latanoprost qhs OU
u Continue to monitor
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How did you make that decision?

u My experience has shown me that…
u The standard of care is to…
u A Randomized Controlled Trial showed…
u You told me to do SLT in your lecture yesterday

u I hate glaucoma
u All the above

u 2 of the above
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Communicate w/ Natural Frequencies

u Absolute Risk = 5.1%
u Tx Group: 4.4% à glaucoma

u Control: 9.5% à glaucoma

u 9.5% - 4.4% = 5.1%

u For those who started tx:
u 1 / 20 converted to glc in 5 yrs

u For those who didn’t start tx:
u 1/10 converted to glc in 5 yrs
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Communicate w/ Natural Frequencies

Gemini 1: 750 randomized 1:1
u Compare: Ages 40-55
u Chances:

u Tx: 31% reached primary 
endpoint

u Placebo: 8% reached primary 
endpoint

u ~ 1 / 3 were able to see 
improvement
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Communicate Complexity

“So where are we with addressing uncertainties about the effects of 
treatments?...Despite general acknowledgement that patients are partners in 
medical research and healthcare decisions, the complexity of discussing 
therapeutic uncertainty is unnerving some doctors. Some are simply fearful 
of provoking anxiety – doubtless a genuine concern but nevertheless 
paternalistic. Others try to justify their actions in terms of a balance between 
two ethical arguments – whether the ethical duty to tell the truth extends to 
being explicit about uncertainties versus the moral obligation to protect 
patients from emotional burden. Are patients prepared to live with 
uncertainty? We need to find out. Perhaps people are far more resilient 
than doctors suspect.”
--Evans I. More nearly certain. Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine. 2005.
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Communicating 
Complexity

Increases                 
Trust
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Patient 
Values

Clinical 
Expertise

Research 
Evidence

Document the conversation
u Evidence discussed

u “OHTT study discussed with patient. 
Risks of treatment vs. no treatment 
explained.”

u Expertise/Opinion
u “Recommended SLT OS based upon 

asymmetric presentation and no other 
risk factors for glaucoma.”

u Patient Preference
u “Patient prefers no treatment because 

she does not like to have any 
medications or interventions unless 
absolutely necessary, i.e. if there is 
actual glaucoma present.”

u Final Direction/Plan:
u “Continue to monitor q6 

months with OCT-N and VF 
30-2. If any changes occur in 
OCT or VF, initiate tx.”
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